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sonora jha, ph.d. curriculum vitae - seattleu - author, Ã¢Â€Â˜foreign,Ã¢Â€Â™ novel published by random
house india, 2013. co-editor, new south asian feminisms: disrupting the discourse through social media, film, and
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sonora jha's debut novel, foreign, won critical acclaim and was a finalist for the hindu prize for literary fiction and
the shakti bhatt first book award. sonora jha awarded 2017 barry lopez fellowship - hugo house - sonora jha,
who also serves as a hugo house writer-in-residence, is the author of the novel foreign , published in 2013 by
random house india. she is a professor of journalism and media studies at seattle university. hands book sonora icvonlinoles.wordpress - sonora, mexico. by distance and geography, the world was in their hands by picking a
volume off the book shelfs. sonora jha's foreign is the best novel you can't buy on amazon the only
writer-in-residence & made fellows announcement - and sonora jha, workshopping each otherÃ¢Â€Â™s
writing, and making use of the private writing offices in the house. the fellows will also give two readings: one at
the half-year point and another at the culmination of the fellowship. throughout the year, the writers will be given
advice on finding an agent, applying for grants and residencies, and many other topics pertaining to the writing
life ... rolling stone album guide pdf - wordpress - his novel is called roll of honour. amandeep ends the book
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center) 515 north clark street; chicago, il 60654 book recommendations 2014 - sharon schools - kim chook
flowers for algernon by daniel keyes is a science fiction novel about a mentally disabled man named charlie who
gets an operation to substantially improve his intelligence level. national association for women in catholic
higher education - sonora jha, ph.d., is a novelist and an associate professor of journalism at seattle u. dr. jha was
born in india, where she had a successful career as a journalist in mumbai and bangalore before moving to
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